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Summary
Competitive markets are crucial to ensure efficient use of society's resources.
Public investments may have direct and indirect effects on competition in one or
several markets. This depends largely on the choices made in the front-end phase,
the importance accorded to competition issues.
The purpose of this report is to raise awareness of possible competition effects of
public investments. It identifies sources and effects on competition of public
investments. By making an investment the state can affect both competition in the
market where the investment will be used, but also in the markets where purchases
are made from (supplier markets).
One should be aware of possible competition problems at an early stage in the
planning of major investments. This report takes an economic approach and
emphasizes the concept development phase (for major public investments in
Norway subject to external quality assurance, this is referred to as the KVU/KS1
phase). Several issues, however, should also be examined further in later stages of
the planning process, not least as part of choosing a contract strategy (KS2).
The report is divided in two parts, a theoretical section and a case section.

Theoretical section
A prerequisite for understanding how an investment project can affect competition
is that you have an understanding of what drives the degree of competition in a
market. For this reason, we start with a basic theoretical discussion of competition.
The importance of competition for economic efficiency
When there is strong competition in a market, companies are forced to produce
more efficiently, to reduce their prices, and also be more focused on satisfying
their customers' needs. Thus competition contributes to efficient allocation of
society’s resources.
Companies may try to restrain competition, e.g. by product differentiation
strategies, by creating artificial barriers to entry, by concealing information or
increasing customers’ switching or transaction costs, and in some cases through
coordinated behavior across competitors.
When a company has the opportunity to influence the market, we say that it has
market power (monopoly power, if it controls the whole market). If a buyer on the
other hand has the opportunity to influence their own or others' purchasing terms,
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it has purchasing power (monopsony). In situations where either market power or
purchasing power is exercised, competition is imperfect.
When evaluating the competition effects of a public investment, it is therefore
useful to start with asking how the investment is likely to affect the actors’ power,
and how this in turn is likely to affect their behavior. It may be helpful to divide
this analysis in two parts, respectively effect on competition in markets where the
investment will be used, and the effect on competition in the markets where
purchases are made.

1. Investments' effect on competition in the markets where the
investment will be used

Certain types of public investments are made in, or have an effect on, competitive
markets. (Other investments will only affect a government agency with a
monopoly. We ignore this case here).
An investment could affect the behavior of the actors, and through this the degree
of competition, in different ways. If an operator gets access to larger capacity, he
will usually compete more aggressively. The result in the short term is often
tougher competition, with consequent reduction of prices and higher production
volumes. In the longer term, the effect is however more uncertain. As a result of
the more intense competition, other sellers may choose to leave the market,
resulting in reduced competition in the long term. One should always consider
both short-term and long-term competition effects of an investment.
When assessing competition effects of infrastructure investments, one should
particularly be aware of cases where infrastructure is of such a nature that it can
only be used by a limited number of operators. Those who have access to the
infrastructure will gain a competitive advantage in their markets. The way access is
allocated (how many contracts, of how long etc.) is therefore crucial. Negative
effects can often be avoided by designing the infrastructure for several operators.
In some cases, investments also have indirect effects on competition in markets
entirely different to those that directly benefit from the investment. This typically
applies to investments in transportation infrastructure and is an element of what is
often referred to as the "wider economic benefits", which are rarely captured in
ordinary cost-benefit analyses. This effect is often positive and goes through an
expansion of the market's geographical dimension. A simple example is two
craftsmen who have a monopoly on one island each. However, with a bridge
between them they will both compete in a larger market, and the social surplus will
increase.
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2. Investment and competition issues in the supplier markets
Because of its size, and particular role in society, the state has in many cases
purchasing power. A state purchaser should obviously be keen to push prices
down and thereby make the best possible purchase. Collecting purchases in large
contracts may be an appropriate strategy for achieving this.
The state, however, should also be aware of how the investment affects the
competitive conditions in the market in the short and long term. An adverse effect
of exercising purchasing power may be that some, typically smaller sellers, leave
the market, the result being that competition among sellers is reduced in the longer
term. Small byers will typically be hardest hit.
The public purchaser should seek to maximize the social surplus. In some cases
this may involve deliberate focus on choosing small or new suppliers, so that they
are helped into the market, achieving the required learning effects and economies
of scale effects. An important gain in the long term may then be an increased level
of competition in that market.
Collecting purchases in large contracts can also have a positive effect on market
efficiency. This is particularly true in markets with risk of coordinated behavior
between sellers (market sharing, bid rigging, collusion etc.). When contracts are
long-term and large there is less to gain from coordination, and more to gain from
competing hard so that one gets the contract. By selecting few, large contracts the
public purchaser can thus obtain to crack any collusion or other forms of
coordinated behavior.
Choices made in the front-end may affect competition at a later stage, when the
purchase is actually to be made. If you decide early that a given solution must be
chosen, this will exclude suppliers of other, inferior solutions. By including them in
the competition on the other hand, this may have a disciplining effect on the
provider of the preferred solution to provide a competitive price offer.

Case section
In the case section of this report, we have, on the basis of the theoretical part,
looked at three specific public investment projects. We have identified competition
issues in the three cases, and also looked at whether these issues have been
addressed or taken into account in the appraisal process.
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Container Terminal Alnabru
The first project involves an expansion of the freight terminal at Alnabru near
Oslo. This is Norway’s largest container terminal and is often referred to as the
hub of Norwegian freight transport on train. This is due to the terminal being
located in the Oslo area and being a crossing point for all rail lines in the same
area.
Due to a strong growth in freight volumes carried across Alnabru, the capacity
limit is now almost reached. Additionally, the technical condition is poor. But no
decision on investment is so far taken.
1. Effects on competition in markets where the investment will be used: It is a
political ambition to move freight from road to rail and boat. The
development of Alnabru is intended to contribute to this. However, one
should then set the project in conjunction with other measures that must be
implemented to affect freight owners’ choice of transport. The market for
freight transport by rail is also highly concentrated, and one should ask
whether it is likely that the benefits of improved terminal services and lower
terminal costs really will reach the customers, or if it is more likely that they
end up in the terminal operator’s pockets. The new terminal is planned with
only one terminal operator.
2. Effects on competition in the supplier markets: This is a large and complex
investment project that requires deliveries from suppliers in a number of
markets. Some of the purchase will be general construction services, while
others are specific products (with special security requirements, etc.). In this
type of government procurement, that requires suppliers to make relationshipspecific investments, we should balance the need for an optimal delivery,
against the need for efficient competition in the supplier market in the long
term.
Inter-City triangle
A significant population increase is expected in the Oslo region up to 2040. To
meet the expected increase in traffic volumes, large investments must be made in
the transport system. There is a political desire that this growth will occur in the
railway. Development of double tracks between Oslo and neighboring cities,
respectively north, east and west (InterCity triangle) will enlarge the Oslo region
and make it easier to commute daily between the cities.
1. Effects on competition in markets where the investment will be used: The
investment will contribute to more capacity and lower costs for train
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operators. The market for passenger trains, like the market for freight
discussed above, is highly concentrated with NSB as the dominant actor.
Facilitating increased level of competition on the rails, as part of the InterCity
development project, would therefore be expected to have a positive impact
on price as well as quality parameters such as punctuality and frequency.
2. Effects on competition in supplier markets: The investment will primarily be
based on known technology, but it will be on a scale that is far beyond what
until now has been handled in the Norwegian transport market. The scale
itself could provide competition challenges since the project will tie up most of
the relevant supplier markets. By spreading the procurements over several
years such adverse effects could be reduced.
The Opera house
The reason for building a new opera house in Oslo was a desire to offer opera and
ballet to an even greater and wider audience, and that the building was to be an
engine for urban development in this part of Oslo.
1. Effects on competition in markets where the investment will be used: The
ambition of activity growth is inherently a desire to affect competition in the
markets that the Opera operate in. There are a number of public and private
actors in Oslo that offer various entertainment products. Customers will more
or less understand the different offers as substitutes. For other actors than the
Opera, the investment could worsen their competitive situation. In particular,
one should be aware of this if the Opera, which is publicly subsidized, should
choose to go into pure commercial markets.
2. Effects on competition in the supplier markets: Most of the work would be
related to a more general construction market, but requirements were strict to
both the functional, technical and aesthetic solutions in the construction. Many
people had opinions about the opera and tried to influence the choices made
(e.g. the choice of stone) towards a very specific solution. They did not
succeed and we did have a broad assessment of both price and quality of
different solutions. Here too, as in the InterCity case, one should have
considered choosing a longer construction period to reduce adverse
competition effects.
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